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SUMMARY 

 
 

Often, during engineering and geological surveys, some parameters are not established reliably and 

require to be clarified by means of inverse calculations, based on the condition of the landslide hazard 

slope limit equilibrium (a stability coefficient is 1.0). In this case, the design engineers carry out the 

refinement of the sliding surface position and soils strength characteristics (for example, the internal 

friction angle and specific cohesion coefficient) by an enumeration method with numerous refinements 

and calculations. A new version of the LANDSLIP07 software package is developed, which allows to 

fully automate the solution of the problem of the physical mechanical characteristics refining for a 

landslide hazard slope. The problem of refining the physical mechanical characteristics of the soil, 

including the angle of internal friction j and the specific cohesion c, is reduced to solving the inverse 

soil mechanics problem using the numerical methods of nonlinear programming. This type of 

calculation (the automation of solving the inverse landslides lithodynamics problem by the j and c 

values determining) allows to support the design engineer due to quick determining the values of the 

specific soil cohesion c and angle j of the soil internal friction for a given stability coefficient Ку. These 

parameters are necessary for the determination of the landslide pressure on the landslide protection 

structure. Landslide pressure is a key parameter for the landslide protection structures design. A new 

version of the LANDSLIP07 software package is developed, which allows to fully automate the 

solution of the problem of the physical mechanical characteristics refining for a landslide hazard slope. 

The problem of refining the physical mechanical characteristics of the soil, including the angle of 

internal friction j and the specific cohesion c, is reduced to solving the inverse soil mechanics problem 

using the numerical methods of nonlinear programming. This type of calculation (the automation of 

solving the inverse landslides lithodynamics problem by the j and c values determining) allows to 

support the design engineer due to quick determining the values of the specific soil cohesion c and angle 

j of the soil internal friction for a given stability coefficient Ку. These parameters are necessary for the 

determination of the landslide pressure on the landslide protection structure. Landslide pressure is a key 

parameter for the landslide protection structures design. 
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Introduction 

 

When designing landslide protection structures, the necessity usually arises to solve the problem of 

clarifying the soil physical mechanical characteristics. For cases, when a landslide already exists, full-

scale methods for determining its sliding surface are known, but when there is only a potential landslide 

hazard, only theoretical ones can determine the sliding surface. Often, during engineering and 

geological surveys, some parameters are not established reliably and require to be clarified by means 

of inverse calculations, based on the condition of the landslide hazard slope limit equilibrium (a stability 

coefficient is Ку=1.0) (Ukrainian building standard, 1998). In this case, the design engineers carry out 

the refinement of the sliding surface position and soils strength characteristics (for example, the internal 

friction angle ϕ and specific cohesion coefficient c) by an enumeration method with numerous 

refinements and calculations. Automation of such calculations at the design engineer automated 

workplace is an urgent task today. The variational methods provide for the mathematically correct 

solution of this problem and reduce it to solving the inverse soil mechanics problem on determining the 

characteristic coefficients of the equations system describing the limit equilibrium state of a landslide 

hazard slope based on its known stress-strain state (in this case, Ку ≈ 1 is used as a criterion). The 

accuracy of the spatial coordinates determining for a potential sliding surface exercises the most 

significant influence on the calculation indicators variations. First, according to the established actual 

(for the natural state of soils) strength characteristics ϕ and c, the search for the most dangerous sliding 

surface is carried out. The resulting sliding surface of the slope is called extreme. For this sliding surface 

(taking Ку ≈ 1 for it), the values of ϕ and c are refined by inverse calculations. In this case, the strength 

characteristics are selected within the following range: 
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where ϕmin and cmin – are the minimum strength characteristics of soils at the sliding surface level 

determined from soil samples in the laboratory during shear testing; ϕф and cф are the strength 

characteristics of soils taken for the further calculations and refined using inverse calculations; ϕф and 

cф are the strength characteristics of soils in their natural state (determined by laboratory or field 

methods). Then, using the values of ϕ and c found for the extreme sliding surface, the landslide pressure 

values (in according to the Bishop (Spenser) models as (Trofymchuk, 2018), (Kaliukh, 2019)) can be 

determined in each vertical cell of the calculated cross-section of the landslide slope graphical model. 

At the next stage, using these values of ϕ and c, the landslide pressure diagram is calculated and 

constructed. Algorithmizing of the inverse soil mechanics problem is possible through its reduction to 

solving the nonlinear programming problem (Kaliukh, 2019) about finding the minimum of the 

quadratic functional , which is the squared discrepancy between the value of Кcc calculated for the 

current physical mechanical parameters of the soil (for instance, the values of ϕ and c), which are 

formed by the computational algorithm (or manually by structural engineers using the enumeration 

method), and the value of Ку = 1. The domestic and foreign scientists who systematically explore this 

problem (Lacasse, 2015), (Ivanik, 2017, 2021, 2022), (Highland, 2008), (Kaliukh, 2013, 2018), 

(Trofymchuk, 2019). 

 

Modification of the ladslip07 visual modelling software package for the automated solving the 

inverse landslides lithodynamics problems 

 

The paper authors have refined the LADSLIP07 software package for visual modelling of the landslide 

hazard slopes stress-strain state in the JAVA language for the system analysis and decision-making 

support within the framework of retaining landslide protection structures design (by the automation of 

inverse landslides lithodynamics problems solution as to refining the values of the soil slope physical 

mechanical parameters). This type of calculation (automation of solving the inverse landslides 

lithodynamics problem on determining the ϕ and c values) allows to support the design engineer due to 

quick determining the values of the specific soil cohesion c and internal soil friction angle ϕ  for a given 

stability coefficient Ку. These parameters are necessary for the determination of the landslide pressure on 
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the landslide protection structure. The landslide pressure is a key parameter for the landslide protection 

structures design. The authors made an assumption that the parameters ϕ and c are identical for all vertical 

blocks of the graphical landslide slope model in the LANDSLIP07 computational package. In the 

LANDSLIP07 package it is possible to choose one of the following types of iterations: automated 

refinement of one of two parameters (ϕ or c) or of two parameters simultaneously (ϕ and c, Fig.1).  

 

 
Figure 1. Dialog box 

 

After pressing the       button in the LANDSLIP07 computational package the Iteration Mode Selection 

submenu will open appropriate window. After selecting one of the iteration types, the Iterative Process 

Parameters Assignment special dialog box, which enables a user to directly specify the iterative process 

parameters, will open (Fig.1). The minimum and maximum (boundary) values for ϕ and c should be 

set. It is possible to predefine the increment of the value for each of them. In this case, the increment of 

the initial values of ϕ and (or) с will occur in a cycle. The Ку value (it may be not only 1) and acceptable 

iterative calculations accuracy in percent (the root of the ratio of the squared discrepancy (Кcc - Ку) to 

the square of Ку, multiplied by 100) must be specified. It is also necessary to specify one of the methods 

for the landslide slope stress-strain state calculation based on the limit equilibrium theory. As a result, 

the stability coefficient Ку for the landslide hazard slope will be determined. In the LANDSLIP07 

computational package two calculation methods are implemented, namely, the Shakhuniants method 

and the Maslov-Berer method, which are recommended by the current Ukrainian building codes for this 

type of calculations. The method for solving the nonlinear programming problem should be set in the 

same dialog box (Fig. 1). The LANDSLIP07 computational package implements the half-interval 

method and the Nelder-Mead method [4]. In addition, a cyclical solution of the problem of determining 

Ку is implemented by changing the ϕ and c values by the specified increments amounts. In this case, 

the obtained Кcc is being determined until the squared discrepancy (Кcc - Ку) becomes less than or equal 

to a predetermined accuracy. 

 

Case study 

 

Let us consider a model problem of the ϕ and c evolution at the landslide slope taken from with varying 

the seismicity coefficient µ in the range [0; 0126]. Below, in Fig. 2, the dependences ϕ (µ) are shown 

for Ку ≈ 1, if µ is the seismicity coefficient.  
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Figure 2. The ϕ(µ)  evolution for с=2 

 

This type of calculation (the automation of solving the inverse landslides lithodynamics problem by the 

ϕ and c values determining) allows to support the design engineer due to quick determining the values 

of the specific soil cohesion c and angle ϕ of the soil internal friction for a given stability coefficient 

Ку. These parameters are necessary for the determination of the landslide pressure on the landslide 

protection structure. Landslide pressure is a key parameter for the landslide protection structures design. 

 

Conclusions 

 

A new version of the LANDSLIP07 software package is developed, which allows to fully automate the 

solution of the problem of the physical mechanical characteristics refining for a landslide hazard slope. 

The problem of refining the physical mechanical characteristics of the soil, including the angle of 

internal friction ϕ and the specific cohesion c, is reduced to solving the inverse soil mechanics problem 

using the numerical methods of nonlinear programming. 

 

This type of calculation (the automation of solving the inverse landslides lithodynamics problem by the 

ϕ and c values determining) allows to support the design engineer due to quick determining the values 

of the specific soil cohesion c and angle ϕ of the soil internal friction for a given stability coefficient 

Ку. These parameters are necessary for the determination of the landslide pressure on the landslide 

protection structure. Landslide pressure is a key parameter for the landslide protection structures design. 
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